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Entangled photons can be used to make measurements with an accuracy beyond that possible with

classical light. While most implementations of quantum metrology have used states made up of a single

color of photons, we show that entangled states of two colors can show supersensitivity to optical phase

and path length by using a photonic crystal fiber source of photon pairs inside an interferometer. This

setup is relatively simple and robust to experimental imperfections. We demonstrate sensitivity beyond the

standard quantum limit and show superresolved interference fringes using entangled states of two, four,

and six photons.
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The measurement of phase in an interferometer is a
consequence of the wavelike nature of light, while the
uncertainty in that measurement comes from the particle
nature of light, revealed in the detection process. This
single photon nature of interference was first noted by
Taylor’s experiment of 1909 [1] while Dirac, in his book
on quantum mechanics [2], went as far as to say ‘‘each
photon then interferes only with itself.’’ Seminal experi-
ments have since shown that this description is too restric-
tive [3], and that two photon interference is a valid
phenomenon [4]. However, multiphoton interferometry
experiments aimed at metrology [5,6] can shed further
light on Dirac’s statement. Here, we investigate interfer-
ometry with states comprising pairs of photons of distinct
wavelengths emitted into one arm or the other of an
interferometer. Each photon is detected by a wavelength
selective detector and can only have interfered with itself.
The correlations between photons ensure that stable inter-
ference fringes are only seen when photons are detected in
coincidence, with the fringe spacing roughly half their
mean wavelength. We extend this superresolution to four
and six photon detections, achieving a fringe spacing one-
sixth of the original pumping beam wavelength. Subtly,
quantum interference between separate photons does play
a part in the four and six photon experiments and can affect
the shape and contrast of the fringes.

The uncertainty in measuring an optical phase � with an
interferometer is limited by Poissonian statistical uncer-
tainty (or shot noise) in the discreet number of photons
detected. In classical experiments this standard quantum

limit (SQL) on measurement precision is �� � 1=
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
,

with N the total number of photons detected. In principle,
using quantum resources it is possible to dramatically
improve on the SQL and reach the Heisenberg limit �� �
1=N [7]. This has particular applications when the sample

has a low damage threshold and it is necessary to extract
the maximum possible information without exposing the
sample to high intensity illumination.
In our experiment, we show potential improvements

over the SQL with a setup which overcomes two practical
drawbacks common to previous implementations of quan-
tum metrology:
(1) Generating entanglement by Hong-Ou-Mandel

(HOM) interference, as in Fig. 1(a), is technically demand-
ing and highly sensitive to any distinguishability between
the photons [4,5]. Indistinguishability is usually achieved
using narrow filtering, at a cost to the transmission effi-
ciency [8]. The phase sensitivity of entangled states tends
to be highly sensitive to loss, and filtering all photon
channels largely cancels out the quantum advantage [9].
By generating path entanglement as shown schematically
in Fig. 1(b), using a source of photon pairs in each inter-
ferometer arm, the SQL can be beaten without the need for
HOM interference between indistinguishable photons. No
quantum resources are required as inputs to the interfer-
ometer, only a classical laser.
(2) Using a parametric down-conversion source of pho-

tons implies that a bright coherent pump beam of half the
wavelength is available [10–12]. While entangling two
down-converted photons can result in an enhanced preci-
sion in terms of a phase, they perform no better than the
pump laser at measuring a path length, as shown below. By
using four-wave mixing (FWM) in photonic crystal fiber
(PCF) we produce nondegenerate pairs of photons with the
signal and idler equally spaced above and below the pump
beam in frequency, so that the central frequency is
unchanged and an advantage in length sensitivity is seen
using two photon states.
For a given quantum state, the maximum sensitivity to a

general parameter x can be calculated from the quantum
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Cramér-Rao bound [13,14], so that assuming a pure state
and unitary evolution

�x � 1

2
ffiffiffi
�

p
�Ĥx

: (1)

Here � is the number of copies of the state used and�Ĥx is

the spread of an operator Ĥx, a Hamiltonian analogue
describing the effect of the parameter on the state such

that jc i ! e�iĤxxjc i. For a phase � applied to a mode,

Ĥ� ¼ n̂, the photon number operator for that mode. Since
we are considering multiple wavelengths, which will expe-
rience different phase shifts from a particular sample, a
more appropriate choice of parameter is the optical path
length L (an actual length multiplied by a refractive
index—we will assume the sample is dispersionless here

for simplicity). Ĥx has to be adjusted for this change of
parameter and for the presence of multiple modes with
frequencies !k and number operators n̂k:

ĤL ¼ X
k

!kn̂k
c

: (2)

This is proportional to the total energy summed over all
wavelengths. Hence we can evaluate the usefulness of a
state jc i in measuring L from Eq. (1) by using

�HL
2 ¼ hc jHL

2jc i � ðhc jHLjc iÞ2: (3)

For N uncorrelated photons of the same frequency, split
equally between the sample arm a and a reference arm b of
an interferometer,

�L � c

!
ffiffiffiffi
N

p ; (4)

showing SQL scaling with a frequency dependence. This
expression potentially exaggerates the benefits of using a
higher frequency, because as well as showing higher sen-
sitivity, this might be expected to cause more damage to the
sample. Rewriting in terms of the total energy detected
rather than the number of photons, E ¼ N@!, we find that
for a given energy through the interferometer, higher fre-
quency photons still perform better:

�L �
�
c2@

!E

�
1=2

: (5)

Using NOON states, maximally correlated states of m
photons where m � N, a

ffiffiffiffi
m

p
improvement is possible

[6]. Hence an entangled pair of photons (m ¼ 2) gives
the same information per energy as a coherent state of
twice the frequency (2! and m ¼ 1). However, an

entangled pair of photons at !� �! can retain a
ffiffiffi
2

p
advantage over a coherent state with frequency !.
The proof of principle experiment shown in Fig. 1(c)

makes use of a Sagnac interferometer to provide intrinsic
stability between the clockwise and counterclockwise paths
[15–19]. Spontaneous FWM in a length of birefringent PCF
produces nondegenerate pairs of photons at 625 and 860 nm
in both paths when pumped in both directions by pico-
second laser pulses at 720 nm. Conditional on a single
pair being generated, the two photon state can be written as

jc 2i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p ðj10isj10ii � e2i�p j01isj01iiÞ: (6)

The subscripts s, i, and p denote signal, idler, and pump
wavelengths and the kets ja; bi contain the number of
photons in interferometer paths a and b. Energy conserva-
tion in the FWMmixing process requires that 2!p ¼ !s þ
!i. The state evolves with a summed phase 2�p ¼ �s þ
�i ¼ Lð!s þ!iÞ=c. Avariable birefringent element allows
control of this phase [20]. The paths are combined at a
broadband 50:50 beam splitter, and at each output the signal
and idler modes are separated with dichroic mirrors then
detected using silicon avalanche photodiodes.
Classical interference can be observed between the pump

light in the two paths [Fig. 2(a)]. Two photon coincidence
detections corresponding to the state jc 2i then oscillate as
predicted by theory between the bunched and antibunched
cases (signal and idler emerge from the same or different
outputs, respectively) in an interference fringe with half the
period of the classical case, shown in Fig. 2(b). Note that if
chromatic dispersion in the sample caused the signal, idler,
and pump wavelengths to experience significantly different
refractive indices, the period of the two fringeswould not be
related by an exact factor of 2. Despite the relatively large
range of wavelengths used, this factor is seen to be 2 here, in
agreement with calculations from the Sellmeier equations
for quartz, which predict a deviation of less than 1% [21].

FIG. 1 (color online). Generation of entangled states for en-
hanced measurement of � (a) by HOM interference between two
single photons, (b) by a bright coherent state �, which pumps
two identical PCF pair-photon sources inside the interferometer.
The two methods result in equivalent states, except that in (b) the
photon pairs do not need to be degenerate in wavelength.
(c) Experimental setup using one fiber source of nondegenerate
photon pairs pumped in two directions. BS: beam splitter; PBS:
polarizing beam splitter; DM: dichroic mirror; S-B: Soleil-
Babinet compensator.
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The visibility of the classical interference is �92% and
mainly limited by different coupling efficiencies through the
PCF in the two directions resulting in incomplete cancella-
tion. The two photon visibility is�88%, and is affected to a
greater extent by any unmatched coupling efficiencies or
losses, aswell as background contributions fromhigher order
photon emission. This is well above the usual threshold offfiffiffiffiffiffiffi
0:5

p � 70:7% to demonstrate sensitivity better than the
SQL [10] and corresponds to an uncertainty�L of 0.8 times
the SQL. Note that this improvement and the form of the
interference fringes are unaffected if spectral correlations are
present between signal and idler, leading to them being
detected individually in a mixed state. This is an advantage
over implementations involving HOM interference to pro-
duce entanglement, though in our experiment it is necessary
to avoid spectral correlations in order to see any additional
improvement from using higher photon number states [19].

The two photon detections also suggest that the beam
splitter is acting as a nonunitary operation at the signal
wavelength, resulting in some additional phase shifts
between interfering terms [19]. These were taken into
account in the theoretical four and six photon curves.

When two signal-idler pairs are created in the PCF, the
four photon wave function can be written as

jc 4i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
3

p ðj20isj20ii � e2i�p j11isj11ii
þ e4i�p j02isj02iiÞ: (7)

Unlike jc 2i, this behaves differently to a NOON state due
to the middle term in the superposition, involving one pair

being created in each path—in a NOON state, the photons
are either all in one path or all in the other. jc 4i bears more
similarity to a Holland-Burnett state [22]. In ideal condi-
tions Holland-Burnett states show sensitivity above the
SQL but below that of a NOON state, and are an attractive
route to entanglement enhanced metrology because they
are simple to generate for arbitrary N and show a better
tolerance to photon loss.
Figure 3 shows fringes observed when monitoring

(at separate times) three different four photon coincidence
detections across the outputs of the interferometer. The
fringes in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are approximately sinusoidal
with 1=4 the period of the classical fringe, a characteristic
of a four photon NOON state. This is because HOM
interference acts on the middle term in jc 4i and causes
the signal photons to bunch together after the final beam
splitter, so that if the two signal photons are detected at
separate outputs, they must have come from one of the
other two components of the state, which together re-
semble a NOON state [10]. The same argument applies
to detecting the two idler photons at separate outputs, so
that any detection pattern involving like photons at sepa-
rate outputs is expected to show sinusoidal interference
with fourfold superresolution. Conversely, for detection
patterns with both signals at the same output and both

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Classical interference with the pump
beam at 720 nm as the position of the Soleil-Babinet compensa-
tor is varied and (b) two photon interference with half the period
(red upward pointing triangles: bunched coincidences; blue
downward triangles: antibunched). Both with sinusoidal fit lines.

FIG. 3 (color online). Fourfold counts for (a) the j11isj11ii
output, (b) the j20isj11ii output, and (c) the j20isj02ii output. Fit
lines are based on calculation [19].
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idlers at the same output, the middle term will have an
increased effect due to bunching. As seen in Fig. 3(c), the
effect is a curve with twofold superresolution, with some
flattening at the minima and sharpening at the maxima due
to the presence of a fourfold component. This curve is
more tolerant to loss, as can be seen from its high visibility
compared to (a) and (b), which is expected for interference
using a Holland-Burnett-like state. Note that the j20isj11ii
fringe in Fig. 3(b) corresponds directly to the j31i output in
the one color case [10], and similarly it can still show
fourfold superresolution with full visibility if separate
photon pairs are distinguishable and act independently, in
which case the state would be described by jc 2i � jc 0

2i
rather than jc 4i. However, the j11isj11ii fringe in Fig. 3(a)
does not have an analogue in one color experiments, and if
multiphoton interference did not take place between sig-
nals from separate pairs or idlers from separate pairs the
visibility would be limited to 33%. Hence this fringe acts
as a test of multiphoton interference taking place and
demonstrates that the four photon state can show improved
sensitivity compared to multiple two photon states.

We have measured fringes in only three out of the nine
possible detection patterns for jc 4i—after the beam split-
ter operation, the signal photons can be detected in three
states, j20i, j11i, or j02i, which are multiplied by the same
three possibilities for the idler photons—but it is in prin-
ciple possible to monitor all output states simultaneously.
This would clearly allow better sensitivity since all the
output states provide information about the phase. As
described in [10], when calculating the sensitivities from
individual fringes, the visibility and the intrinsic detection
efficiency of the fringe should be taken into account, as
well as its gradient. For the fringes in Figs. 3(a)–3(c), we
find values for �L of 1.18, 1.82, and 1.75, respectively,
relative to the SQL. No individual fringe beats the SQL,
due to the nonunit visibilities, and because the state is
divided between more potential detection patterns than in
the single color case. However, adding the Fisher informa-
tion [7] from separate fringes suggests they would allow an
improvement if they were monitored simultaneously. Since
of the six outputs we did not measure we expect three to be
of the same form as (b) and three the same form as (c), we
can estimate that monitoring all nine outputs would give a
minimum uncertainty 0.72 of the SQL. This would be a
significant improvement over the SQL, though it is still
above the theoretical value from Eq. (1) for jc 4i of 0.61
due to the nonunit visibilities, and above the Heisenberg
limit for four photons of 0.5.

A general wave function form photons of two colors can
be written as [19]

jc mi ¼
Xm=2

r¼0

ð�1Þre2ir�pffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m
2 þ 1

p jm=2� r; risjm=2� r; rii: (8)

For example, m ¼ 6 leads to

jc 6i ¼ 1

2

j30isj30ii � e2i�p j21isj21ii
þe4i�p j12isj12ii � e6i�p j03isj03ii

 !
: (9)

Figure 4 shows an example of jc 6i with the detection
pattern j21isj21ii, which is expected to contain oscillation
at both 2 and 6 times the classical frequency. Multiphoton
interference again plays a part—if separate photon pairs
were distinguishable, only twofold oscillation would
remain. The data are in good agreement with theory,
though there is a high level of background noise from
higher-order emission due to the high pump power used
and the low count rate. It is clear that the data taken do not
achieve the 82% visibility required to exceed the SQL;
however, improvements in the level and balancing of col-
lection and detection efficiencies would bring us towards
this goal.
jc mi is an equally weighted superposition of all distri-

butions of m=2 signal-idler pairs between the two paths,
with each path necessarily containing equal numbers of
signal and idler photons. This results in simple expressions
for Eqs. (2) and (3) [19], leading to a minimum uncertainty
in L given by

�L �
�

3c2@

!pEðmþ 4Þ
�
1=2

: (10)

Hence, for a general two color entangled state the shot

noise will scale below the SQL by a factor
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiðmþ 4Þ=3p

,
potentially achieving significant improvements at large m.
With current technology, detecting large numbers of coin-
cident photons is impractical due to the relatively low
efficiency of single photon detectors, and the improved
sensitivity of the state drops rapidly with any form of
loss including imperfect detectors. Although an analysis
of loss tolerance is beyond the scope of this Letter, the
similarity of these states to Holland-Burnett states suggests
that they will fare better than NOON states. Also note that

FIG. 4 (color online). Sixfold coincidences in the j21isj21ii
output with a fit line based on theory.
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the states are generated spontaneously by the source, so
that it is not possible to obtain a high sensitivity m photon
entangled state on demand. Rather, we expect that in a low
loss setting, increasing the pair generation rate of the
source will improve sensitivity as more high-m states
occur, unlike the current situation where a higher genera-
tion rate tends to add noise to the results.

In conclusion, we have shown that two color entangled
states could be a useful resource for quantum metrology
and demonstrate these effects up to six photon states in a
novel ultrastable interferometer. We have seen that single
photon interference and multiphoton interference combine
to increase the visibility of fringes at the four and six
photon level, and ultimately lead to improved sensitivity.
When lumped losses are reduced giving access to
entangled states consisting of larger numbers of photons,
the simplicity of this path-entangled pair photon source
and its improved sensitivity to path length make it a
promising approach to future quantum metrology and
enhanced sensing.
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